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NJTA has been established for the enjoyment
and preservation of the Triumph automobile.
NJTA is open to all owners of Triumph autos
and to those interested in the Triumph brand.
The New Jersey Triumph Association is a local
chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register, the
Triumph Sports Owners Association and the
Triumph Register of America.
Membership dues are $25 for the first year’s
registration which includes the official NJTA club
pin. Renewal membership dues are $20
annually thereafter. Dues are to be submitted by
April of each year. This entitles you to
participate in all club activities, meetings and
elections. You will also receive the Club
newsletter, The Coventry Chronicle, in which
you are able to post free classified ads for a run
of three months. You can find the membership
form on the last page of this newsletter.
The Coventry Chronicle is the official publication
of the New Jersey Triumph Association and is
published monthly.
Technical material is provided for reference only
and should be utilized advisedly.
Opinions expressed are those of the
contributors or correspondents and
are not those of the New Jersey Triumph
Association, its members or its officers or
advisors.
Visit us at our web site
www.njtriumphs.org
Please submit articles, letters and information to
the Coventry Chronicle Editor
Ray Homiski
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933
e-mail
TR3RAY@gmail.com

Open
Allen Rosenberg 732-742-4642
Steve Bodenweiser 973-829-1618

President’s Message
By Ross LoMonaco
CAFÉ, Donuts and Weight Loss

I hope you are not choking on your Starbucks after reading the title of this month’s
message. I recently purchased a new daily driver. After some heavy bargaining I
finally had a deal that I considered good or should I say about as favorable as
possible. You know the negotiation drill: what’s the trade in value?, manufacturer
incentives, dealer % off the sticker price, warranties, the salesman going back and
forth to the sales manager countless times…………why would anyone want to deal
with this?
Finally the deal is completed I go pick up the car, tell the finance guy about fifty
times I don’t want the extended warranty, sign more papers than I can count.
Low and behold one of the papers states that “I am aware the car does not come
with a spare tire”. Did anyone besides me just say “WHAT”?
At least the car comes with a nice kit that includes an electric air pump and a can
of stuff to fix a tire “puncture”. The car also comes with roadside assistance for 5
years or 60,000 miles.
Back to the title………………….most cars have been coming with donuts (not the ones
they give you in showroom on Saturday morning with coffee). We are talking
about the rubber space saving kind. It seems that due to the CAFÉ MPG
standards a number of car companies are deleting the spare, lug wrench and the
jack (why do you need a lug wrench or a jack unless you have to change a tire?) to
save weight and boost MPG ratings.
In my case the manufacturer (KIA) is nice enough to sell a spare tire “kit” that fits
in the “spare tire well” in the trunk (AKA the boot for the club purists). It costs
about $250 and it includes the jack, lug wrench, rim, and tire. Don’t ask me why
but the tire is not mounted on the rim but that charge (about $25) is included in the
$250.
Next time you are shopping for a new car check the trunk because they may have
given the spare tire the boot. It's not just Kia there is Audi, BMW, GM.............also
saving weight at your expense.
And you thought it was a pain in the neck finding tires for your TR?

Ross

Meet a Member
By Ray Paterek
This month our Meet a Member section features NJTA member Ray Paterek. I met
Ray at a local car cruise night. He brought his TR3 and of course I had to stop and say
something. One of the best conversations I ever struck up. I lamented how my hood
latch was butchered and did not work correctly. He said he had a good latch and would
just give it to me and a week later I had it. How often does that happen? I then come to
find that Ray is an expert Porsche restorer and did a few Triumph cars along the way.
Well I don’t want to steal his thunder so see his story below and say hey to Ray next
time you see him.
Ray Homiski

Although my very first car at age 16 was a ’33 Chevy, my introduction to Triumphs was
two years later. It was a 1957 Triumph TR 3. Actually, it was not mine but my
girlfriend’s car and it was in sorry shape. We pushed this sad looking vehicle with a
blown ring and pinion gear for four blocks. It conveniently locked up every 10 feet!!!
As a true boyfriend, I rebuilt the rear, got it running, coaxed the electrical system to life
and did a garage paint job with her assistance.
In 1975, I found in England a Triumph
2000 Roadster. (Don’t ever buy a car
from a photograph!!!) It too needed
much restoration but was a nice original
car. I picked it up at the dock in Newark.
It ran – sort of. I drove it home with no
plates, no title, and no registration. A
block from the house it developed a
lovely rod knock. Thus started the
restoration of Triumphs.
Continued...

Meet a Member
By Ray Paterek
Moving on to 1980, a call from my now ex-girlfriend, “Ray, my mother wants the car out
of our garage!” It was to be off to the junkyard if I did not rescue it. Borrowing a tow
truck, the ’57 was on its way to a rented garage until I could figure out what I was
going to do with it. Brainstorm. Let’s restore it! Maybe it was not the wisest decision.
The sad little car had gotten sadder. It required everything. This was a total rebuild
from chassis on up- floors, longitudinals, the WORKS.
I had already been in the restoration business working for someone else since 1975
and with my brother from 1978, I decided what a great idea to spend my nights and
days doing nothing but working on cars. It began by power sawing the body (off the
chassis) in half. I carried it to and from the sandblaster on the rack of my ’72 VW
Beetle. What a sight!
Both cars have been re-restored since. The TR 3 was converted back to a small
mouth in 2013 but that’s a whole other story complete with pictures. The ’49 Roadster
finally got its top boot installed after 35 years. Note: Tiny TENEX pegs are hard to
find!.
My wife (not the ’57 TR3 girlfriend) was introduced to restoration by painting its
chassis. Even our daughter has helped by wet sanding other restorations. It’s definitely
become a family affair.

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski Part 1

An acronym for three simple words, Do It Yourself. Well, when it comes to our hobby
there is a lot to be said for this. Many of us like to dive under that hood or get under the
car and hopefully make things better than they were before we started. When done, it is
a rewarding feeling to get in the car, drive it around knowing that you are able to deal
with any problem that comes your way to get the old girl back on the road.
Sadly today we see a whole different approach to the automobile. Yes, it is a better
machine from a safety and reliability standpoint. You will get no argument from me on
those points. Still, we have lost something along the way. We lost the ability to, with our
own two hands, get under the hood and analyze why our car just stopped in the middle
of the road. To look at the electrical's, fuel and cooling systems with our own judgment
and experience to know what happened. The basic systems in cars have gotten so
complex that they need many computers to run them. There are computers that gauge
and mix your fuel according to atmospheric conditions. Computers to monitor your tire
pressure and analyze your exhaust. Computers to assist you’re driving skill by knowing
when to apply the brakes or control the power going to each of your wheels. Yet for all
these improvements and conveniences what do we get? A message that says “Check
your engine”. Check it for what? What am I looking for? Last time I looked under the
hood at any sports or exotic car there was a second hood with the implied message
(Don’t go any further, you don’t know what you’re doing)!
As a club we ponder why today’s kids are not interested in cars, hell they have never
had a chance to work with one. Nothing in the modern cars allows you to simply get out
a wrench and have at it. The car dealerships have achieved nirvana. They no longer
have to use their marketing tricks to get you into their service departments. The cars
are so complex that only they can afford the tools and machines to service them. When
a pre-teen takes a trip with the family in one of today's cars, they have their iPhone or
iPad with them. If the car should stop running they hear the expletives the same way
we did but mom or dad simply gets on the iPhone and calls for a tow to the shop. No
need to lift the hood, can’t do anything anyway. The learning opportunity is lost unless
you leave your kid with the dealer.
Continued...

Editorial & Responses
By Ray Homiski

Now I write this as I am in the middle of snapping off exhaust manifold bolts on a
restoration project I am in the middle of. Frustrating, yes, would I trade it for a project car
where I cannot even see the exhaust manifold, hell no! If you dare, look under the hood
of your modern car and take this simple challenge. Can you find your distributor (oh wait,
it may not have one). Can you find the spark plugs? Can you open and change your air
filter? Do you even know what all those yellow caps are for? Let’s take a step inside the
car. Do you have any gauges to look at if you do not start the car? After you start the car
and all the systems light up for an instant, can you tell what each icon is for without the
manual? Maybe you even have one of those blank inane dashes like the Tesla where it
looks like a blank chalkboard until you turn the key, if it is a key. Now you have a full
dash full of icons and information. Do you know what they are all for and what they mean
to you? I know the engineer who designed it must know but the rest of us mere mortals
must go on line to figure it out. Now I own an iPad and use it daily for cruising the web,
email and some music. I know it has a million other things it can do but I do not use
them. This makes me believe I would not use 85% of what today’s cars would offer me
and I don’t care. When it is more complicated to figure out what the car is telling me than
it is to do my taxes, I will tune out.
We hear the dangers today of texting and driving and they are real. So what do the car
manufacturers do? They put touch screens for every function imaginable on the dash.
For years I could find a radio station I liked by feeling for the tuning knob or button
without taking my eyes off the road. Today you cannot feel anything but a flat screen.
You have to take your eyes off the road to first find the radio, engage it then figure out
how to set the music you want to hear. The experts say you should not do this, you
should pull over to find and set your radio, really? The heater, A/C, oil pressure,
temperature, tire pressure and tons more is on that flat texture less screen. Don’t worry
though, if your car does something that the flat screen cannot figure out, you can flatbed
it to the dealer who can plug in another computer to tell them what happened. By the
way, they can tell you if you were driving it correctly and obeying the rules of the car and
road. You see the car cannot be wrong, the only part with a flaw today is the nut behind
the wheel. I know some of you will tell me that you can control things with your voice
now so there is no need to use your hands. What a shame, soon we will all be like that
character on Star Trek who is all mind and no body. Here is the irony of it all, since I can
remember the “scientists” have been telling me that my car is killing me and the planet.
Funny with all these improvements it has only gotten worse.

See next month’s issue for Part 2

Club Activities
By
Ray Homiski

CONGRATULATIONS CLIFF BESSET & THE NJTA MEMBERSHIP!!!
Below is a letter to our VP Cliff Besset acknowledging his and the clubs contribution to
helping our Veterans by running our 2nd annual tribute car show at their hospital

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

On August 10th, Steve Bodenweiser and a group of NJTA members went on a
Covered Bridges Tour from Kutztown PA. I heard a lot of good things about this tour
and it was a blast for many as the photos below will show. Thanks, Steve for
coordinating such a fine event. See more at link below.

https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/110955146320183018531/albums/5915261880384244705

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

This year we had a fantastic turnout for our Somerville Cruise Night on August 16.
Many members in attendance and several NJTA friends also came around with their
Brit and other foreign cars. See more at the following link.
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/110955146320183018531/albums/5915263790564350753

Lillian
Earl
Jeff
&
Jag 120
Owner

Small example of cars at Somerville
this year. You can also see a few of
the members socializing on Main St.
By the time these photos were taken,
many members were already dining at
some of the fine eateries around town
and are not shown.

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

The annual John Bullock Ice Cream Run came off this year on its rain date of Aug
18. John and wife Elinore used their home in scenic Califon NJ as our start point. As
always, they provided the barbecue, and other summer favorites to fill our bellies
before the ride.
The ride itself was beautiful as always and we even had some excitement within the
first mile when two of the cars pulled up lame. One was John’s TR3A that refused to
leave the garage. With some coaxing from friends and a gentle shove down the
driveway it responded to all the caring attention it was given. The second was
thought to be a mechanical but turned out to be a gas gauge that lied to the owner. I
know, I had one of those liars myself. We were instructed to continue on and they
would catch up. That is pretty much what happened, as it turned out the stall was in
front of one of John’s caring neighbors who lent some spare gas and the once silent
engine sparked back to life allowing it to join the group once again.
Continued...

On the left is our start point in John’s
yard. Note the damp conditions that
persisted all day.

On the right we are leaving John’s yard
to begin our tour as viewed from an E
Series

On the left is forensic evidence that a
British car had visited John’s driveway.
All you need is an English car, some rain
and you can follow the trail anywhere.

Club Activities
By Ray Homiski
Continued

After a damp start and some threatening skies, the ride continued. The scenery and
surroundings were fantastic and our ride captain, John, lead a successful route right
into Gronsky’s creamery. This gave us all the opportunity to fill up on our favorite frozen
delights while chatting with each other. All in all it was a great social event with fantastic
hosts and friends. A real must as a mid summer NJTA event.
Watch 2 short videos of the Run here.
http://youtu.be/XWHb66UKNv8 & http://youtu.be/A9lMF7nkEFE

To the right is our member’s GT6 that ran
into an energy crisis within the first
mile.

To the left is John (without hat)
chatting with Jean. The two gals
are also enjoying a friendly chat
with Rick’s Spit in between.
On the right is the
whole gang that
attended the Ice
Cream Run
(Minus Ray
Tahan
photographer)

We have arrived
at Gronsky’s
cream house and
just finished our
ride and dessert.

What’s New ?
I recently received an eMail from David Stuursma of Moss Motors. He is seeking to
help complete car catalogs with our help. Moss Motors has been an avid supporter of
The NJTA for many years and sponsors many of our events. Now they are asking for
help in this worthwhile project. If you can help, please do and advise me and I will write
up your efforts in the next newsletter. The following is the eMail message.
“Dear British Car Club Leaders, please share with your members if you feel this would
benefit them:
I may not be the best person to write this email, but here goes …
At the last two British car shows I attended I was approached first by an owner of a
Morris Minor and then by a fellow with a Morgan saying, "Sure wish you carried a
catalog for my car." These are two examples of several vehicles for which we don't
have catalogs or references to parts online—and yet, we know we carry quite a few
parts that fit the cars. I really should track down a list of all these cars, but the owners
definitely know who they are.
For years (decades?) resourceful owners have been figuring out which parts from our
catalogs fit their unique cars. In an ideal world Moss would have put in the man-hours
ourselves and made the process painless for the customer. Dedicated men/women and
especially hours, like a dry LBC, can be tricky to come by.
We have heard rumors of individuals who have created spreadsheets for their cars with
factory numbers that have been cross-referenced with Moss part numbers—and parts
from Moss Europe, too. Are the rumors true? Are there people with lists of parts? (In
the case of the Magnette, we have our own Kelvin Dodd compiling part numbers—and
still we're slow to publish them!)
In addition to pulling for the success of the company that happens to feed me, I will
gladly push and research for the folks out there asking for parts for their beloved British
wheels.
So, to all those out there who have their own personal lists of parts and are willing to
share … please do!
Thanks!
David Stuursma
Moss Motoring Editor & Club Contact Guy
Moss Motors
440 Rutherford Street
Goleta, CA 93117
P.S. I'm sure I can supply those who help out with Moss Gift Certificates. That would be
my pleasure!”

What’s New ?
Continued

Club member Rick Ladd has been busy finding some interesting web sites related to
Triumph cars. If you know of any items of interest, send them to me so you can share
with the entire club. Check these out.
This first one is the Triumph Fury prototype for sale. Real nice looking car
http://bringatrailer.com/2009/09/07/michelotti-prototype-1965-triumph-fury/
The next one lists many Triumph brochures over the years for many models, this is a
very interesting site.
http://www.triumph-brochure-page.de/start_engl.htm
The next one is in French but you can always use your web page translator to show it in
English. This first page shows you many hardtop conversions for the Spitfire. There is
lots more Spit related matter so check it out.
http://spitfire.amicale.com/index.php3?page=hardtop1.htm

Here is a site I came across for all you TR7 & 8 fans. Enjoy.
http://www.thewedgeshop.com/car-shows.html

Hacking into cars! No not carjacking but real live hacking. You see our modern cars
have become so automated that the computers are now subject to a hacker or virus
that can cause serious consequences. Read recent article.
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/07/28/net-us-hackers-carsidUSBRE96R06120130728

What’s New ?
Continued

So did you see last month’s Classic Motorsport magazine? If not, why? Well you
missed your club being saluted for it contribution to the hobby. They did a nice write up
with a photo and all. If you subscribe and missed it, look again. For the rest of you, here
is an image of that write up. Be proud that you are a part of an active club that does get
out and make a difference.

Historic Bits
Giving away one of my parts hunting secrets. You probably scan Craigslist and eBay to
find some parts or items you cannot get from aftermarket sources. I take it one step
further, I look at UK eBay and see much more than we have here in the states. Shipping
is not as bad as you would think and you have a lot more variety of parts. Try it, the link
below will take you there, simply substitute your car for the TR3 brand I have in the
search box and you may be surprised what you will find.
http://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/i.html?_ipg=200&_trkparms=65%253A12%257C66%253A2
%257C39%253A1%257C72%253A3445&_npmv=3&_nkw=Triumph+tr3&_sop=10

On the Right,
This ad says you can buy the
knock-offs and hubs to convert
your car. What frightens me is
the material used for these
“Nokofs.” It is Zamac or another
words zinc die cast. Not exactly
the thing I want to be hitting
with a hammer.

Left
Wouldn’t you just love to
purchase these real MAGS for
just $64 each in 1962 dollars.
Fits TR 3 & 4 models.

Technical Q & A

Q:
A: I feel your pain. I too have faced a similar issue and found a real neat solution. Now
this only works for the remaining studs that protrude from your work. If you snapped a
bolt or stud flush with a surface, this solution is not for you.
Sears sells something they call a “Power Bolt Out.” It is a small set of extractors that
have a hex bit on the back side that fits into a standard impact driver. The business end
is sort of a helix socket. I used one recently and it worked like a charm and the set only
goes for around $20 US. There are two other things you will need.
1. A good penetrating fluid. There are many on the market, choose your favorite. I like
to douse it with generous amounts of fluid and tap the stud with a hammer using
several light blows. I then go away and do it later or the next day. I do it again and
again until it gives up. If you force things, you will be sorry and that brings me to item
#2.
2. Patience, this is a job that requires time and care to do right. If you rush this job you
may break off the stud flush (a bad thing) or even ruin what stud surface you have left
to work with.

Q:
A: Talk about your classic question! This is a subject that everyone has an opinion on
based on the year, make and model of the car and engine. The most common answer
you hear is 3000 miles and that is what I subscribe to. There is an emerging bit of
scientific information on modern oil and the frequency of changes needed. Here is a
link with some of that information. You be the judge but not on my car.
http://www.edmunds.com/car-care/stop-changing-your-oil.html?mktcat=maintenancearticle&kw=stop+changing+your+oil&mktid=ob61762858&msite=w

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
1st Posting...
Al Rosenberg has been in contact with Arlene Zarak who is now ready to sell the late
NJTA member Alex Zarak’s TR4. It is a 1964 and national show winner. The photos
below speak for themselves but from personal experience, this car is near mint. Alex
was very proud of his car and everyone took
notice whenever he showed up to an NJTA event.
Besides the convertible top, it comes with a
Surrey top and tonneau cover. The car is in
fantastic condition and has been sitting in his
garage since right after his funeral last year.
Asking price for this incredible car is $24K.
Use Al as the contact person.
Allen Rosenberg
732-742-4642 cell
bigalnj@aol.com

Classifieds
Continued

1st Posting...
This is a bit of an unusual posting. Member Owen Kanzler is selling his vehicle. No not
his Triumph TR6 but his Classic 1958 Cessna 172, four seat, single engine airplane.
Owen reports, with only 516 hours on Continental O-300A, 145 HP six cylinder engine
and only 5651 hours total airframe time. Included are a 720 channel radio,
transponder, Mode C altitude encoder, two place intercom, new mufflers and tires. The
plane just completed annual inspection (7/13) and is well maintained by me the 25 year
owner. It flies beautifully. If you don't know how to fly, buy this and learn in your own
airplane. It's easy! If you already drive a British sports car, it would be no sweat to learn
to fly this. Also, if you're comfortable with the shoulder to shoulder cozyness of a British
sports car, you'll feel right at home in this. Give flight to your dreams.
Asking only $21,500. Call Owen at 908-486-2262.

Events
Check out the Events section of our web site and this newsletter to be up to date on
the latest gatherings both club and non club sponsored. We really like to see new
members and cars at our shows no matter the condition or age. Please try and attend
one of the club meetings at the Chimney Rock Inn in Gillette NJ. It happens each
month (Except December) on the 4th Tuesday of that month and starts at 7:30 PM. It is
a great venue, you have dinner, talk cars, watch presentations and share information
about Triumph cars. You don’t need an invitation. Drop in, bring a friend and enjoy your
club and all it has to offer.

NJTA is proud to present the return and retooled Fallfest car show on September 7th
2013 at the scenic and beautiful Liberty Village in historic Flemington, NJ. See details
in the enclosed flyer.

Our own Allen Rosenberg organizes a car show in Warren, NJ that is really the best of
all worlds. You get a variety of cars, racing, classic, antique, imports, trucks &
motorcycles. There are some really interesting vintage racing cars on display and at a
prescribed time they do a “ Gentlemen start your engines” and they all rev up at once. I
think you will enjoy this show. See the enclosed flyer for details.
Just a reminder that the Connecticut Triumph Register will be holding their 33rd Annual
Gathering of British Motorcars at Wickham Park in Manchester, Ct. on Sunday,
September 8th. See details in links below.
Direct link to registration form - http://www.ctriumph.com/ctr_2013_-_1_040.htm
Direct link to home page - http://www.ctriumph.com/index.html
Direct link to Wickham Park - http://www.wickhampark.org/index.php
Alex Thomson - Treasurer, Connecticut Triumph Register.

Allen has also alerted me to another event in early October. Saturday October 12th to
be exact. It is an MG club event called The Foliage & Furniture Tour. The details are
on the flyer attached to this newsletter.
Ken & Lillian Blair are co-producing a Fall Fun Run event on October 13th. I have
attended one in the past and it was a very pleasurable ride through some winding
country roads when the fall foliage is in its prime. See enclosed flyer for details.

Charity Event
I have been contacted by The Americas British Reliability Run to promote their
event. Below are the details, looks like a great event that benefits The Children's
Specialized Hospital a NJ based network of health care facilities.

America's British Reliability Run, a two day rally in
classic British cars for charity, rides again! The dates are
September 28-29, with a kickoff party on the evening of the
27th. Last year, 15 teams from all over the region ran a 600
mile route through 5 northeastern states and raised over
$9,000 for the Shriners Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia.
This year, the ABRR will stay completely within PA, covering
750 miles of the Keystone State's most scenic roadways at a
time when fall color should be near its peak. The Run will
begin and end in Quakertown, PA with its terminus at or near
Indiana, PA. We hope to have dinner Saturday night at the
Coventry Inn, an authentic English Pub (right down to the
wooden post and beam construction) created and run by
Charles Runyon, owner of The Roadster Factory. We also
hope to have a tour of TRF's facilities in Armagh, but these
details are yet to be worked out.
The partner charity for this year's Run will be Children's
Specialized Hospital, a NJ based network of health care
facilities specializing in rehabilitative pediatric care. With 11
locations and a 12th under construction, they are, in fact, the
largest such organization in the country. As before,
participating teams will raise funds for the partner charity
"walkathon style" by collecting pledges from their friends and
relatives with the goal of raising $500 each. This number is, of
course, a goal, not a requirement. Anything the teams can
bring in is appreciated. As always, the teams pay all of their
own expenses, so 100% of the pledged monies go directly to
the partner charity.
More information, including registration forms and flyers
to aid the teams in their fund raising is on our web site at
www.BritishReliability.org. You can also e-mail us at
info@BritishReliability.org or phone ABRR chairman Bob
DeLucia at (267) 258-7071. Please consider joining us, or
sponsoring one of our teams with a tax deductible donation.

You are cordially invited to attend...

FALLFEST 2013
ALL BRITISH AUTOMOBILES &
MOTORCYCLES ARE WELCOME

Saturday, September 7th, 2013 - 9am to 3pm
Rain or Shine at Liberty Village, Flemington NJ
One Church Street, Flemington, NJ 08822
Show registration: $15 postmarked by September 1, 2013, $20 after and at the gate. Set up after 8:00 am.
Popular Voting until 1:30 pm with award and prizes at 3 pm. Special awards and raffle for children under 16.
Registrants will receive a dash plaque, goodie bag and raffle ticket for door prizes. Spectators are FREE.
Vendor space limited to first 10 vendors that pre-register: $25 postmarked by September 1, 2013

Popular Vote Awards are anticipated in the following classes:
Austin - Healey
Bugeye
Sprite MkII-IV
100-4
100-6 & side curtain
3000
3000 roll up window

Jaguar
XK120-150
E-type
Other Jaguar

MG
T-series & pre war
sports
MGA MGB/GT/C
chrome bumper
MGB/GT rubber
bumper
Midget chrome bumper
Midget rubber bumper

Triumph

Miscellaneous
Other British Motorcycles

TR2 & TR3
TR4, 4A, 5, & 250
TR6 early
TR6 late
TR7/8
Spitfire & GT6
Other Triumphs

Mini
Morgan
Other British
Modified British
Diamond in the
Rough
Best in Show

Contact Information:
Jon Rubel at EEMGEE@aol.com or 718.891.5776; Allen Rosenberg at bigalnj@aol.com or 732.742.4642;
Larry Gersten at Austhealey@aol.com or 908.879.3993
Please make checks payable to New Jersey Triumph Association and mail to Lawrence Gersten, 38 Cora Lane, Chester, NJ. 07930
Name_________________________________________________________________________ Phone___________________________
Address_________________________________________________Email________________Will you be a vendor?__________________
Car Year, Make & Model____________________________________________________________ Class__________________________
I hereby release AHSTC, ENYMGAC, NJTA and all volunteers, vendors, and employees from any liability as may be directly or indirectly related to this event.

Signature & Date__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Warren Township Volunteer Fire Department
presents the

Race Cars, Antique & Classic Cars,
Trucks & Motorcycles
When: Sunday, September 8, 2013
(Rain or Shine)

Time: 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
Where: Warren Municipal Grounds

46 Mountain Boulevard, Warren, NJ

Info: Allen Rosenberg at (732) 742-4642
or bigalnj@aol.com
www.warrennjcarshow.org

Warren/Watchung Office
EQUALHOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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FALL FUN RUN
Sunday, October 13, 2013

Our Fall Fun Run is expected to depart from Flemington Pottery Works
around 9:45 am. We will see the sights of Hunterdon and Warren counties
as we drive along the scenic Delaware River. We may catch a glimpse of a
steam train. We will have a lunch stop at a restaurant. We plan to visit a
Morris Canal plane tender's home/museum where we can learn about and
view the turbine that pulled the canal boats up the inclined plane. We will
drive on the Concrete Mile, the first concrete paved road in the United
States. Our plan is to end at a local orchard for some fresh apple cider or
cider doughnuts-or both!
We are looking forward to a good run and hope to see you all there.
Sign up by contacting:
Ken/Lillian Blair
gt6ken@gmail.com or 973-625-5469

Membership Form

You are at the first step in joining the premier Greater New Jersey/New York automobile
club dedicated to keeping the Triumph motor car alive.
We are unable to accept membership applications over the internet. Please print and
clearly complete the membership form below and mail it to
New Membership
New Jersey Triumph Association
Box 6
Gillette, N J 07933-0006
With a check for $25.00 made payable to the New Jersey Triumph Association.
This is a family membership so include the name of your spouse, girlfriend, significant
other, or other family members.
Our primary method of notifying members of events is by email so please make sure your
email address is accurate.
Name(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Phone # ( _____)______________ (optional)
E-mail _____________________________________________
Year and model Triumph(s) owned
_____________________________________________________________________
There have been requests to have the roster printed in the Coventry Chronicle. If you
want the following information included please check the appropriate box. At the
minimum, we will only print name, town, state and cars owned. (Several vendors receive
our newsletter, as well as other clubs, so they will have access to any information printed.
Do
Do

include phone number in roster ________
include full address in roster ________
(only town and state will be included)
Do
include e-mail address ________

